
70-8215 INSTRUCTIONS
Applications

22000055--22000099 TTOOYYOOTTAA AAVVAALLOONN 
(Non amplified systems only)

Follow the dash disassembly instructions as listed in the 99-8215
installation kit’s instructions.       

70-8215 is designed to keep the factory radio in the
vehicle so the climate control functions are still 

displayed through the factory display panel.

1.

Find a suitable location to retain the factory radio and, from the dash
opening, route the 10-way and 20-way plugs to that location and
plug into the back of the factory radio. (Metra recommends securing
and covering the radio behind a panel in the trunk) 

Make all necessary wiring connections to the aftermarket radio har-
ness from the 10-way and 6-way connectors as shown on the back
of the harness package or in the kit instructions. Connect them to
the mating connections in the dash originally in the back of the fac-
tory radio.

Plug the 20-way plug originally in the back of the factory radio into
the 20-way cap from the harness (in heat shrink).

Complete installation as listed in the installation kit instructions.  
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